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[Pictured with the Newton S2 and RED Epic-W for illustration purposes only]



AGITO TRAX BUNDLE:

AGITO Core

The core is the heart of the system, 
containing all the electronics and 
power management for the entire 

system. 
V-Con Pro

The V-Con Pro is our low-level 
vertical stabiliser. It allows 

you to mount the camera low 
down. 

MASTER Controller
The Master is the all new intuitive 

and ergonomically designed hand 
held controller for your AGITO. 

AGITO Tower

The AGITO Tower is a 
telescopic column allowing 
you to raise your camera to 

new heights. Supporting 
payloads of up to 35kg with 

a elevation range of 70cm, at 
a maximum speed of 

20cm/s.

RF Modules

With the AGITO’s modular 
design it allows you to swap 

out your RF module for 
different frequencies 
depending on your 

environment. Comes with 
2.4GHz as standard.

E-Stop Sensor

Using a magnetic sensor 
allows you to set endpoints on 
your track without the risk of 

interference from external light 
and weather. 

AGITO Trax

The Trax drive ends combine two 
powerful encoded motors 

allowing controlled speeds of up 
to 6m/s. The modular design and 

robust construction ensures 
unparallelled performance and 

reliability.

Foot Pedals

The foot pedals attach to the 
master controller and are used 
to control the AGITO Trax and 

Tower.

Li-Ion Batteries

The AGITO is powered by our 
48V 99Wh Li-ion batteries. 

They are completely internally 
managed and flight-safe.

E-Stop Button

Safety is paramount with 
AGITO. Once the button is 

pressed, the AGITO comes to a 
controlled and rapid stop.



SPECIFICATIONS:

The AGITO has been developed as the only fully modular dolly system capable of 
working both on track and free roaming. Combining AGITO Trax with our Tower 
and a remote head of your choice enables complete precision of movement.

Perfect for use in the studio or on location, AGITO Trax offers multiple safety 
features, complete flexibility with our growing arsenal of modules and accessories, 
and an ease of operation not available with any other system.

AGITO Trax Specs:

• Speeds of up to 15mph and as low as 5mm/sec
• Will adjust to any existing track gauge between 300mm to 400mm
• For use on straight or curved track, minimum curve radius 2m
• Repeatable movements through the Master Controller
• Split wheels for silent operation and improved cornering
• Unique encoded traction control system for absolute positioning on track
• Mounting for two seperate cameras with a combination of Tower and V-Con Pro
• Combine with a wide range of existing remote camera heads
• Trax bundle comes in just 5 custom cases, weighing under 32kg each

Enhance your bundle with the addition of a remote head from one of our partners 
including ARRI, Shotover, Freefly Systems, DJI and Intuitive Aerial. 
Contact us for the latest offers.

[Pictured with the ARRI SRH-3 and ALEXA XT for illustration purposes only]
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CASE CONTENTS:

CASE 1 INCLUDES

• AGITO Core
• Master Controller
• 4x AGITO Batteries
• 2x Battery Chargers
• 1x RF Module Set 2.4Ghz
• Tool Set
• Firmware Update Cable
• 1x E-Stop Sensor
• 1x E-Stop Button
• 2x Foot Perals
• 1x AGITO Hub

CASE 4 INCLUDES

• V-Con Pro
• V-Con Adapter Plate
• 8x Hard ISO-Dampeners
• 8x Soft ISO-Dampeners

CASE 2 INCLUDES

• 1x AGITO Trax Drive Ends
• 2x AGITO Trax Guide Wheel

CASE 5 INCLUDES

• AGITO Tower
• 2x Foot Pedals
• Tower Cable Set
• Tower Side Brackets

CASE 3 INCLUDES

• 1x AGITO Trax Drive Ends
• 2x AGITO Trax Guide Wheel
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ADD SPORTS TO YOUR BUNDLE:

AGITO Sports

When fitted with Sports ends your 
AGITO turns in to the worlds first 
multi-terrain robotic dolly system. 

With controllable speeds from 
14mm/s to 35mph and 

independent steering on each end 
the AGITO becomes the ultimate 

tool for fluidic movement.

Monster Wheels

When you need to tackle 
tough terrain these larger 
off-road wheels are made 

softer to absorb a large 
majority of bumps. They also 
add an extra 5mph to the top 

speed.

Dolly Wheels

Designed for use on studio 
floors and flat surfaces the 

dolly wheels give the ultimate 
smooth ride. Multi- Terrain 

Wheels

Good grip on a variety of 
terrain types. These wheels 
are the perfect all-rounder.

AGITO Sports Specs:

• Speeds of up to 35mph and as low as 1cm/sec
• Four wheel drive with independent adjustable suspension for all terrain use
• Encoded motor system for highly accurate movement
• 3 steering modes: ‘2 Wheel’, ‘4 Wheel’ and Crab
• Multiple wheel options available for increased flexibility

Create the ultimate system by 
combining your AGITO Trax 
bundle with the Sports package.

The Sports drive ends give an 
entirely new way of moving a 
camera, with complete flexibility 
using our growing arsenal of 
modules and accessories, and an 
ease of operation not available 
with any other system. 

Our unique drive end system is 
very quick to change over. 
Meaning it takes seconds to switch 
from one setup to the next. Ensuring 
your production is not wasting time 
waiting on equipment.


